
A Look at the picture and complete the text with the correct form of there is or there are.

This is a classroom in my school. 

(1) ..................... one desk for the teacher and 

(2) ..................... six desks for the pupils. 

(3) ..................... a computer for the teacher. 

(4) ..................... computers for the pupils. 

(5) ..................... a cupboard in the classroom.

shampoo        problems        photos        chairs        friends        batteries        biscuits        money

1 I can’t buy these sweets. I haven’t got ................................... .

2 I want to wash my hair. Is there ................................... ?

3 I’m going to the bakery to buy ................................... .

4 I haven’t got my camera so I can’t take ................................... .

5 Everybody was standing because there weren’t ................................... .

6 Are there  ................................... in the radio?

7 I went to Tina’s party last night with ................................... .

8 Sorry I’m late. I had ................................... with my bike.

D Complete the sentences with many or much. 

1 There are ...................... books in the library. 6 We know ...................... people in London.

2 She doesn’t like ...................... sugar in her tea. 7 There isn’t ...................... chocolate in the

3 How ...................... does the bike cost? cupboard.

4 The boy has got ...................... toys. 8 He doesn’t have ...................... time.

5 There are ...................... apples on the tree.

There is / There are, quantifiers

any money

flowers

B Complete the sentences with the correct form of the nouns in brackets.

1 There are some ...................... (flower) on the table.

2 There aren’t any ...................... (fish) in the pond.

3 There is a red ...................... (roof) on that house.

4 Are there any ...................... (child) in the park?

5 There is a ...................... (dish) on the shelf.

6 There are some...................... (potato) in these boxes.

C Complete the sentences with some or any and a word from the word box.

There is

many
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There is / There are, quantifiers – Answers
AA 1 There is 3 There is 5 There isn’t

2 there are 4 There aren’t

BB 1 flowers 3 roof 5 dish
2 fish 4 children 6 potatoes

CC 1 any money 5 any chairs
2 any shampoo 6 any batteries
3 some biscuits 7 some friends
4 any photos 8 some problems

DD 1 many 4 many 7 much
2 much 5 many 8 much
3 much 6 many


